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This talk deals with application of tensor-structured solver for the Stokes problem
using Uzawa algorithm and approximation to the inverse of Laplace operator. This in-
strument is also useful if you deal with non-newtonian flow problems where it appears
as a subproblem. Non-newtonian fluids can be found in many applications and their
modelling is very important. One of the most popular models is Bingham medium for
which equations of motions can be reformulated into a Duvaut-Lions variational in-
equality, and is an problem with unknown boundary. Such kind of problems are difficult
to solve, and require special iterative methods. Moreover, very fine grids are required
to represent such boundary with sufficient resolution, and non-rectangular structure
of such region poses additional difficulties for application of recently developed tensor
methods. More simple grids also give opportunity to use special approximation tech-
niques. We use finite-difference approximation to the variational inequalities describing
Bingham medium flows proposed in [1, 2]. This approach uses only tensor-structured
grids, and the unknown boundary is automatically approximated through the discrete
solution. Since the grid is tensor-structured, approximation by tensor methods can be
applied. The tensor structure of obtained matrices was studied in [3] where it showed
that corresponding operators discretized on semi-staggered grids have low tensor ranks.
Application of Quantics-TT (QTT) format for the study of the structure of the solution
is the point of current work.
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